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A. F. PIXLEY

A well known theorem of Malcev [l] (Theorem 1, below) provides

a characterization of those equational classes of algebras whose mem-

bers have permutable congruence relations. The present note presents

a companion to this theorem dealing with equational classes whose

members possess distributive lattices of congruence relations.

1. Preliminary concepts. In slightly different terminology and

notation, all of the concepts and results discussed in this section

(except Theorem 1) are to be found in the work of Birkhoff [2; 3].

Let T be an arbitrary, fixed, index set and let 5 be a function on

T to the set of positive integers. 31 is an algebra of species S if 3Í is a

mathematical system % = (A,K) consisting of a nonempty set A and

a family K of primitive operations oa, ctET, where oaEAA " . We

denote by oa the 5(a)-ary operation of any algebra of species S, ob-

serving that oa will have a different interpretation in different alge-

bras. With this in mind we have the following definitions.

An S-expression is either an indeterminate or a finite composition

of indeterminates with the oa.

An S-identity is an equation <¡> — \¡/ where <j> and \[/ are 5-expressions.

An algebra 21 of species S satisfies the 5-identity 4> = ^ if for each

(single valued) assignment of elements of A to the indeterminates

appearing in <¡>or^,<t> yields the same member of A as H

Let U be any set of 5-identities. By C( U) we denote the equational

class of species S satisfying U consisting of those algebras of species S

which satisfy all of the <f> = \J/E U. For example, if W and C\ are taken

as the primitive operations, and U consists of the identities:

(i) x\Jy=y\Jx, xr\y=y(~\x,
(ii) x\J(y\Jz) = (x\Jy)KJz, xí\(yí\z) = (xr\y)í\z,

(iii) xU (xi^y) = xC\ (x^Jy) = x,

then C(U) consists of the class of all lattices.

If k is any cardinal number and U is any set of 5-identities, we

denote by %k(U) the free algebra of species S, having k generators,

determined by the identities U. ^k(U) has as elements classes of 5-

expressions in k indeterminates where two expressions (¡> and \¡/ are

placed in the same class 'Ú4> = \¡/ is a logical consequence of the identi-

ties U. It can be shown [2], and in the sequel we require the fact,

that %k(u)ec(u).
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Let öi and 62 be congruence relations on an algebra and let 61 o 0j

denote their relative product. If 0i o 62 = d2 o di then 0i and 02 are said

to be permutable. Permutable congruence relations are discussed in

[3 ] from which we recall : The congruence relations on any algebra with

permutable congruence relations form a modular lattice in which 0iVJ0j

= 01 O 02 = 02 o 0i.

Distributivity of the lattice of congruence relations of an algebra

is another condition which, like permutability, implies modularity.

The importance of permutability, distributivity, and modularity of

congruence relations for the direct and subdirect sum representation

and uniqueness theorems of algebra is discussed in Chapter VI of [3].

If U is any set of 5-identities and if each StGG(fT) has permutable

congruence relations, we say that U is a permutable set of identities.

If each 21G C( U) has a distributive lattice of congruence relations, we

say that U is a distributive set of identities.

In terms of these conventions the theorem of Malcev, referred to

above, may be stated as follows:

Theorem 1. Let CiU) be an equational class of species S. The follow-

ing two conditions are equivalent:

(i) There is an S-expression 7r(;e, y, z) such that each of irix, x, z)—z

and 7r(x, z, z)=x is a logical consequence of the identities U.

(ii)  U is a permutable set of identities.

For example, let CiG) be the equational class of groups with opera-

tions X and _1, taking G as the set of identities:

(i) xiyz) = ixy)z, (iii) xx~1=yy~1,

(ii) xx~l = x~lx, (iv) xiyy~v)=x = iyy~x)x.

Then, taking irix, y, z) =xy~1z, G is seen to be a permutable set.

2. Equational classes with distributive lattices. The purpose of the

present note is to establish:

Theorem 2. Let CiU) be an equational class of species S. If

(i) there is an S-expression <xix, y, z) such that each of aix, x, z)=x,

ffix, y, x)=x, and aix, z, z)=zis a logical consequence of the identities U,

then

(ii) U is a distributive set of identities and the infinite distributive law

0nU0» = U(0r\0j) is satisfied by the congruence relations of the members

of CiU).
The identities U are both permutable and distributive if and only if

both (i) above and (i) of Theorem 1 are satisfied.

Proof. Suppose that condition (i) holds and that SlGC(t/). Let
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0 and 0j, i<EzP, P an arbitrary index set, be any congruence relations

of 31. Since

0 r\ U 0¿ ̂  U ie n di)

in any lattice, and since each of the dual finite distributive laws al-

ways implies the other, to establish (ii) we need only show that

(1) jnU^U  idi^ßi).
ieP isP

Suppose then, that a, bEA and

a = b id),    and    a= b ( U  0,Y

Then there is a finite sequence a = x0, Xi, • ■ • , xn = b of elements of A

such that

Xj-i = X,- (flij.)    for some i,E P, j = I, • • • , n.

We exhibit a finite sequence a — y0, yi, • • • , yn = b of elements of A

such that

(2) yy-i = yy(0n0y),     y-i, •••,»,

and thus establish (1). To do this let

Vi = <^ia, b, x,),       j = 0, • • • , ».

Then

yo = ff(a, 6, Xo) = aia, b, a) = a

and

yn = cr(a, 6, »„) = <r(a, b, b) = i.

Also

y,-i = <r(o, 6, a:y_i) = aria, b, x,) = yh
Pi,

since x,-i = Xjidi¡) and 0*,- has the substitution property. Finally, since

a = bid), we have

y,_i = aia, b, Zy-i) = aia, a, x,--i) = a == b = <r(6, i, %)
0 0

= »(a, &, X,) = y,-.
0

Hence (2) is established and with it (1). This proves the first statement

of the theorem.
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To prove the second statement we need only show, by virtue of the

first statement and Theorem 1, that (ii) implies (i) when U is a per-

mutable set of identities. Suppose, then, that U is a permutable and

distributive set of identities and construct ^i(U) using the letters

a, b, c as generators. Observe that, in consequence of the fact that

%z(U)EC(U), we have 0iU02=0iO02 and flinr&Ufl.) = (0in02)
U(0iPi03) (and dually) for all congruence relations 0i, 02, 03 on ^(U).

Next observe that identification of the generators a and b induces

a congruence relation 0i on $s(U). Similarly, identification of a and

c induces 02 and identification of b and c induces 03 on %s(U). Hence

we obtain congruence relations 0i, 02, 03 on %i(U) such that

a = b (0i)    and    a s b (02 o 03) ;

that is

a = b [0ir»(02o03)].

Thus we have

a = b [(0i H 02) o (0i H 03)]

and hence there is an 5-expression a(a, b, c)E%i(U) such that

a m o-(a, b, c) (dif~\e2),

b m a(a,b,c) (0in03).

Hence

a = c(a, a, c) (0i),

a = <r(a, b, a) (62),

b = a(a, b, b) (e3).

But each of gi(i/)/0i, %z(U)ß2, %3(U)ßt is isomorphic with %2(U).

It follows from the definition of %2( U) that each of

a(x, x, z) = *,

<t(x, z, x) = x,

o-(x, z, z) - z,

is a consequence of the identities U. This completes the proof.

As an example consider the equational class of all lattices. Taking

ff(x, y, z) = [(x r\y)\J z]r\(x\J y)

it is easily checked that (i) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. This re-estab-

lishes the fact that lattices have distributive lattices of congruence
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relations (first established by Funayama and Nakayama [4] by mak-

ing implicit use of the expression [(xr\y)KJz]r\(x^Jy)). If one con-

siders the equational class of Boolean algebras with operations W, C\,

and ' (complementation), then, taking

t(*. y, z) = [(* r\ y) u z] n (* u /) = »(*, /, «),

one has the conclusions of Theorem 2 for Boolean algebras.

3. Remarks. Theorem 2 provides an equational characterization of

distributivity only in the presence of permutability. By an extension

of the above argument one can also show that distributivity is char-

acterizable by equations when, associated with the identities U, there

is an integer N such that for all congruence relations 0i, 02 on 21G G( U),

0iW02 is a relative product 0i o 02 o 0i o • • • of length at most N.

Moreover, it is not hard to show that for each N this last condition is

equationally characterizable; Theorem 1 does this for N=2. Whether

this condition can be dropped or replaced by alternative conditions,

which may or may not be equationally characterizable, remains an

open question.
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